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HotelsCombined.com 
grows from start-up to 
world leader

HotelsCombined.com is the world’s leading hotel price comparison 
website – which was confirmed at the annual World Travel Awards in 
November 2013. Developed in Australia in 2005, the site attracts more 
than 25 million visitors a month who use the free service to compare 
hotel prices and make reservations. In 2012–13, HotelsCombined.com 
experienced a phenomenal 67 percent user growth rate and now covers 
more than 120,000 destinations, 120 currencies and over 40 languages.

The Challenge 
Fast and flexible scaling required
As a small start-up with big ambitions in 2005, HotelsCombined.com 
required only one or two servers to kick-start its online search engine 
service. But as the popularity of the website grew, so did its technology 
requirements, as Brendon McQueen, Co-founder and Chief Technology 
Officer, explains. “We started the business working out of our homes and 
without raising any financial capital,” he says. “It started off slowly but we 
steadily earned an organic consumer base, and our technology needs became more 
diverse as we expanded into new territories.”

The HotelsCombined.com search engine required a complex infrastructure 
solution. Its multi-threaded application architecture collected and processed 
data from a large number of sources, all in real time. The company needed 
a cloud provider powerful enough to drive its robust search engine, flexible 
enough to scale with changing demand cycles, and with global content 
delivery capabilities to serve a worldwide user base. 

Focusing on core business, not infrastructure
Keen to carry its lean and agile development philosophy across to its work 
environment, HotelsCombined.com wanted to keep its IT infrastructure 
staff numbers low and instead channel its efforts and investment into 
DevOps. This means any amendments to the site needed to be quickly and 
effectively managed with as few administrative hindrances as possible. The 
ideal cloud partner would therefore be one that could guarantee its high 
bandwidth and high-end and low-end servers were cost-efficient enough to 
make outsourcing economically and operationally viable.

Overview

Business challenge

To meet growing global customer demand, 
HotelsCombined.com required fast and 
flexible scaling of its servers, storage and 
other services.

Solution

In 2005, the company partnered with 
SoftLayer (now an IBM® company), 
starting a robust relationship that 
continues to this day. HotelsCombined.
com has built its unique travel search and 
booking site on a foundation of SoftLayer 
products and services.

Business Benefits

•	 Lean, flexible framework for business 
growth

•	Strong cost-efficiencies versus in-house 

•	 International infrastructure and support

•	Scalability to encompass big data 
projects

•	 •	Premium,	personalised	care



Affiliate partners with 100% uptime service-level guarantee 
An important component of the company’s business strategy involves 
selling its search technology as a service to airline, hotel and tourism 
brands such as Ryanair. Unlike any of its competitors, the company offers 
its affiliates a 100 percent uptime service-level agreement (SLA). If an 
outage occurs, HotelsCombined.com will pay its affiliates all the lost 
earnings for the period. 

With more than 20,000 affiliates on its books, this service-level guarantee 
is not taken lightly, as Hichame Assi, Chief Operating Officer of 
HotelsCombined.com, explains. “Whether our affiliates are in Australia, Europe 
or America, the fact that so many people hit our sites each day, from everywhere in 
the world, means stability is crucial,” he says. 

The Solution
From start-up to world leader
In 2005, HotelsCombined.com partnered with SoftLayer as its cloud 
provider. The company chose a combination of dedicated servers and 
CloudLayer Computing Instances, load balancers and redundant iSCSI 
storage. This unique combination provides HotelsCombined.com with 
several thousand cores of server processing power while enabling the 
company to remain lean and move quickly.  

“Our operations continually demand more processing power, and SoftLayer can 
scale up to our needs on demand,” says McQueen.

SoftLayer, which became an IBM company in 2013, provisions the high-
end servers in hours. The company manages its servers directly through a 
Customer Portal, a centralised control point from which it can provision 
hardware, change load-balancer configurations and increase storage space. 

Flexibility and choice
“We didn’t want to run a purely virtual solution and SoftLayer gave us the 
flexibility to choose,” says McQueen. “Unlike other providers, we’re not locked 
into using proprietary applications. We can virtualise what we like and work on 
dedicated machines when we want to. Our configurations are high-end and quite 
unique – as its stands, we couldn’t run it with any other provider.” 

The Benefits
Staying lean, remaining competitive 
Since its inception, HotelsCombined.com has grown rapidly. It now 
employs over 200 people around the world – with one full-time IT 
support staff to manage the infrastructure side of things. 

As a co-founder who has been there from the beginning, McQueen 
believes the company’s growth is attributable to its lean mentality.

“We can virtualise what we 
like and work on dedicated 
machines when we want to. 
Our configurations are high-
end and quite unique – as 
its stands, we couldn’t run it 
with any other provider.” 
–  Brendon McQueen 

Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer, 
HotelsCombined.com
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“Using SoftLayer instead of running our own in-house IT infrastructure 
frees up our cash flow and allowed us to scale up quickly,” he says. “We 
have fewer staff, less overheads, and have retained the advantage of allowing 
developers and management to focus on growing the business. We’re spending 
money on what really matters, such as brand campaigns, adding new language 
capabilities and opening new offices.”

Excellent cost-efficiencies
When evaluating cost versus processing power, HotelsCombined.com 
believes the high level of automation has contributed to significant 
cost-savings. 

“Partnering with SoftLayer has influenced the way we operate,” adds Assi. 
“It has enabled us to cultivate our DevOps culture, stay agile and focus on 
expansion into key strategic markets such as China and Japan.”

International presence
HotelsCombined.com currently utilises two IBM SoftLayer data 
centres in Dallas, Texas. As it continues its strong trajectory of growth, 
the company plans to take advantage of IBM SoftLayer’s data centre 
facilities in Europe. 

“It’s reassuring to know that as we continue to expand, we can rely on IBM 
SoftLayer’s global infrastructure, and factor it into our growth plans,” says 
McQueen.

Retaining control, removing delays
“The Customer Portal allows us to take care of almost everything we need 
to without having to make a phone call,” says McQueen. “We like being in 
control and not needing to make every request through a technical account 
manager, which could cause significant delays in our operations.”

Utilising big data for business development
The site collects and presents more than 5 million real-time 
international hotel deals from a database of over 800,000 properties 
worldwide, to an international audience with different requirements. 
To cater for such diversity, HotelsCombined.com uses big data and 
analytics to develop comprehensive statistical and trend insights to 
ensure the most optimal search results are presented to their users. 

Premium, personalised care
HotelsCombined.com places a high value on customer service, 
flexibility, reasonable prices and being treated with respect. “Usually 
you have to pay a significant premium for personal care, or you simply don’t 
get personal care with other providers,” says McQueen. “We have a great 
relationship with our account manager at Softlayer, who is always happy 
to assist us on any matter we raise. The efficiency and advantages of this 
relationship has led to cost savings as we grow.”

“Partnering with 
SoftLayer has influenced 
the way we operate. It has 
enabled us to cultivate our 
DevOps culture, stay agile 
and focus on expansion into 
key strategic markets such 
as China and Japan.”
–  Brendon McQueen 

Co-founder and Chief Technology Officer, 
HotelsCombined.com

Solution components

Industry

•	  Online travel search and booking 

Services

•	 IBM SoftLayer



For more information
For more information please visit

HotelsCombined.com: 
www.hotelscombined.com
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